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ABSTRACT 
In the last years, with a radical reduction on space technology costs and
new affordable ways to access, a new community of small satellite users has
emerged worldwide. The launch of Cubesat class satellites increased from
few to one hundred per year, and the market shows fast growing trend. 
Tendency  of  cost  decreasing  and  affordability  of  small  spacecraft  is
unquestionable  now,  driven by many factors,  from the miniaturization of
powerful  microcomputers  to  mass  production  of  high  quality  sensors,
memories,  batteries  and electronic  components.  Today,  almost  the same
components used in US$100 smartphones, can be used in small spacecraft,
mainly in Cubesats, Tubesats and PocketQube standard platforms. 
With this new conscience, and dozens of affordable technologies, the bigger
limitation  remains  on  orbital  access.  Physicochemical  limitations  in  our
actual propulsion technologies, cause a decrease in of payload mass fraction
with decreasing the launch vehicle total mass. To illustrate this tendency,
the LEO payload fraction for the 73 ton Orbital Science Minotaur C is 1.8%
and for the 17 ton ISRO SLV it is 0.23%, where both vehicles are based on
aligned 4 solid propellant stages, in principle, a low cost solution.  
Solutions to put this small spacecraft’s in orbit was based in most of the
cases on cooperation agreements and rides, but the single and direct access
by a commercial way remained extremely expensive, limited and restrictive
yet. Actually, to inject 1kg Cubesat in LEO, waiting time of a few months in a
line  is  required,  a  lot  of  expensive  tests  and  certifications  to  guarantee
safety of main payload and around US$80K to launch service. 
Based on these limitations and market characteristics, this work focuses on
looking for an inexpensive way to inject 100lbs in LEO orbits, considering
operational aspects, components cost, efficiency, Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS)  components  use,  Technology  Readiness  Levels  (TRL)  and
manufacturing strategies. To avoid need of massive investments, one can
choose technologies with higher TRL for first stages, allowing more flexibility
about TRL in the upper stages, for a better balancing on global efficiency,
quality and final target price.  
Keeping  the  vehicle  commercially,  the  median  price  per  kilogram  in
exclusive  LEO  launch  around  US$50K  per  kilogram  was  determined.
Considering this target price, each launch needs to cost below US$2.25M
including all the service and vehicle. In this work, one commercial launch
site  with  minimum  infrastructure,  in  Amapá  Brazil  at  the  equator,  was
considered.  
First and second stages are almost identical, based on solid rocket motor
derived from S30 motor,  already applied in commercial  sounding rockets
VSB-30 and VS-30, widely used in European microgravity programs. The first



stage is passively stabilized by spin and fins, with a free ballistic flight path,
reducing mass and costs. The second stage uses a simple hot fire separation
and a low cost thrust vector system to control the flight inside of optimized
path. Last stage will use an electrical pump unit, 98% hydrogen peroxide
and RP-1 propellants with a 3D printed hypergolic gimbaled LRE, and a very
thin Ti4Al6V bi-propellant tank with 0,90 structural efficiency. 


